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THE ARTISTS- IN - SCHOOLS PROGRAM

Artists-in-Schools encourages cooperative efforts of
professional artists, students, and teachers, to enrich the
creativity of all three, The purpose is not to train-mor,-- pro-
fessional artists, but to enhance children's powers of pL,
expression, arid communication.

Started as a pilot activity ?to six states in 1969 -70, the
pr .4ram'will, in 1975-76 reaclq over a million students and
teachers in 7,500 schools throughout the fifty states, with
approximately 2,000 artists and craftSmen at work -- among them
dancers, musicians, poets, painters, sculptors, graphic artists,
photographers, actors, filrnmalc,Li-_ tests,

The program, funded primarily through grants to state
arts agencies, places professional artists in elementary and
secondary schools for residencies that range from a few days to
,a full academic year. The National Endowment for the Arts is the
'sponsoring agency, working in close cooperation with the U. S.
Office of Education,

This report of the 1975 Artists-in-Schools National
Conference, held at the Center for Continuing -Education, University
of Notre Damo, July 16 - 18, was written by Ronald Gross et-
in-Residence at the North Shore Community Arts Center, Long
Island, New York.

Harold A rberg
Director, Arts and Humanities St
U. S, Office of Education

John Hoare Kerr
Director of Education
National Endowment for the Arts



FOREWORD

Although art about the spirit and the soul, it is not simply

a spontaneous occurrence. Over and over again, artists have proven

that art, through the creative process, is not something that happens

offhandedly, It is a quite deliberate process and in many respects

requires a preparation and self disciplines every bit as rigorous as

that in other professions.

No-,r is this a matter of merely incidental concern, especially

for those involved in the Artists-in-Schools Program. Cognizance of

the skill .and' technical mastery which art demands is not only a condition

.
for achieving an adequate theoretical understandinu bf its nature, but a

major element in any rationale for upgrading its place in American

education.

Art is an integral part of human life, in some sense a record

of the human soul shaped from our background as a fabric of our lives.

And yet the expression of any and ever" soul is' not art. Spontaneity

and the universal human impulse to create play their parts, but in

the final analysis those products, those expressions, which really

deserve to be called art are as much the result of careful training and

disciplined work as they are of any deeper longings we fall heir to.



irve art co 1i es

the true

or ex and

st is the embodiment of that rommittmerft. What bett

way to develop the le - habits which lead to this co;t m ttme:nt

t ha r2 ugh our s-chools? What better way e the ground

really meaningful art than by m_

vital part of the educational pro,:es

This is the task hat the Artists -in - Schools program has taken

as its own. In a recent meeting chaired by Nancy Hanks, the National

Council on the Arts adopted a statement on Artists -in- Schools which

reaffirmed certain fardamental principles for the development of the

progra-

icus and talented artists a

"The Council
of Artists-in-

-is its belief that the success
is based in large measure on

the participation of exceptionally talented profess
______

sional artist- icy situations where the creative
process is encouraged. In-depth contact with
students, adequate studio space; equipment and
supplies are essential to the success of each pro-
ject. In addition, the remuneration paid to the
artists and the schedule should provide the a
with the opportunity to work independently, thereby
contributing substantially to the financial and
creative life of participating artists.

The Council agrees with the Natial Assembly of
State Arts Agencies' statement of April 1974 that
one of the prime functions of the advisory panel.
(for Artists-in-Schools) is to assist the National
Endowment for the Arts in this national state-
based program in maintaining the highest pro-



iessional standards artJsticaliv
and eduationally, ' In the opinic-n of the Council,
the Artists-iri-Schools Advisr,; Panel has been
helpful in this regard, and the Council expects
that the Panel will continue to assist in main-
taining the improving standards of excellence.

41f- ;_le responsibility for assuring the high
quality of the programs is shared by state, local
and national agencies the greatest reliance must
be placed upon state arts agencies with knowledge
of local artists and the communities in which the
pro -gram is to be carried out.'

The following pees sump arize the concerns expressed at

the l 75 an. ntfal meeting on Artists-in-Schools. They are followed by a

re pr the Congressional Record which gives an idea of

history, growth, and potential of this program in the educational

Today, in this country, the game of soccer is widely practiced

appreciated by our school children everywhere and has an ever grow

ing adult following. It was not always so, except in selected areas,

Tomorrow, through programs such as Ar s -Schools, perhaps

we earl say the same of the arts.

If we are to achieve this wide availability of the creative arts,

through education it will be in large measure due to the cooperative

efforts of not only our artists, children, parents; teachers, and

administrators, but also to the pioneering efforts of arts educators,

ivate Rinds such a.s the JDR 3rd (whose staff member, Gene Werner,

iii



was so helpful in advis n this and other workshops of the program

and the U. S, Office of Education (whose funding has helped us bring

the artist and the educators together in a unifie,_=-1 effort). While we

knoN.v it is one of the best, we re -nize that ?\rt st- °insSchools is

not the only program dedicated to bringing the arts ultimately to all

of our children, Many of our conference participants attest to this,

We applaud all these efforts and hope for continued coo -ration among

1 for the common goal,

Dr. Thomas P. Bergin
Dean of Continuing Education
University of Notre dame
Conference Chairman



and I awoke and

true

I saw evervithing

sky of roses house of daisies

a tree of orange a book of

apple and

Iloved it all and I lived with

or the rest of.m y life."

Quoted in AIS slide presentation
previewed at conference, from
one of poet Douglas Anderson's
classes.

"In d earns begins responsibllity,

W. B. Yeats



'Let's just take time to sense what we are doing,"

Winterton, dance movement specialist, suggested to his audience.

"Just get up and stretch, but be as aware as you can of each part

of your body, what its doing and how it feels. Dance is simply.

sensed motion.

To sense, means to perceive, to become aware of, to grasp--

the meaning of, tc., understand. The 1975 Artists-in-Schools

rEonal conference w_rly an occasion for the adults vii o

constitute the program -- primarily artists, educators, and AIS

state coordinators -- to sense what they were doing.

The 250-odd participants in the meeting included:

- an artist from each state

- an AIS coordinator from each state

teachers and 'principals of schools involved

- leaders of national professional arts
education associations

Stare school officials including chief
officers, arts directors who also serve
as chairpersons of State Alliance for
Arts Education committees, coordinators
of Special Arts Projects under the
Emergency Schciol Aid Act.

The conference was chaired by Dr. Thomas P. Bergin,

chairman of the AIS National Panel and pf the Indiana Arts



Cornroissio and dean of Notre Dame's Center for Continuing

Education, ch hosted the meeting. The other major federal

officials who attended were John Hoare 'r;e'-r, director- df education

the National Endowment for the Arts, and Harold Arbergi

dire, or of the Arts and Humanities Staff, U, S. Office Education.

The purpose of the conference was to examine what was

actually happening and what should be happening. Among the topics

addressed were:

- defining the roles of the coordinators,
the artists, and the educators

improving relationshipsrelationships among the various
agencies and governmental levels

selecting artists and schools for
pa rtic ipation

- preparing artists for their role in the
schools, and preparing the schools to
receive the artists

following up and encouraging continuation
cif projects

- evaluation

developing interdisciplinary programs

funding

The conference was what it alas designed to be: an occasion

for the participants to compare notes with one another, reinforce one

- 2 -
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anoi, strong p common oroble

celebrate the joy- of working in the schools and find cornpan

the mi and frustration thereof, Harold Arberg caught the

.cf the conferece when he core. pared its atmosphere to Kurt

V onneg

One

antas y- pla e ly -yo kinds of creatures

nd spends its life saying, ''Here I am. here I am, " and

the,other spends its life responding "So glad you are. so glad

you are, , glad you ar_

Unlike many conferences, this one's overriding value was

in the immediate occasion and for the direct participants. It was

not just a stage set up for publishable papers, resounding resolu-
':

ns and the pronouncement of new policies. "We didn't design

this conference to generate The Gospel according to Notre Dame,

said one of the conference planners.

Celebration

Living art informed the conference. The first evening

centered on a recital with Iolani Luahine, the legendary in e pretor

of the dances of iiawa Judith Jamison of the Alvin Ailey Dance

Theater: ann. the Pilobolus Dance Theatre. But just as striking as

the professional quality of this recital was the prom ptu material=



atio 7, at the rec arras, of a filuee,rass trio. In an

instant Ken Waters of Eagle, Montana, and Carolyn Folkins_ a

poet, po andpigI

doing -Burk Dance.

The

z

rea

evehi

-her" frori Norman, Oklahoma, were

Leonard Randolph, director of the National

==is Poets in Schiols Program, organized a

that hell an audience rapt tc

the count

hours as poets from across

-essed the rhythms and iniages,of their landscapes,

eXterna and internal.

At all hours, painters and sculptors were found sprawled on

the floor, going through each,other's photographs, or gathered in the

auditorium running their slides,

The mix of,dre.ss and deportment was itself a deli-ht. There

were febrile dancers in bleached denim, bearded poets in silky

shirts emblazoned with sunsets, a jazz musician and a sculptor in

elegant suits complete with vests, arts'administrators in peasant

ses and sneakers, school administrators in two- n_ shoes, an

Endowment official who hasn't worn a tie for ten years.

Much of the-conference was, purely and simply celebration

rather than cerebration celebration of the diverse delights

bringing the arts to the young.

4
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Outstanding practitioners. from each of the "component"*

fields recounted and often demonstrated the values and achievements

of A15 programs

John Rairriondi, sculptor-in-residence at the
Portland (Me. ) Vocational School, .told how
he and his stUdents created a giant welded
meta). sculpture and then took it oia a 40-foot

. _truck to their patron, a doctor in Geneva, N. Y.

- 'Daniel .Lusk, poet in the South Dakota schools,
read`from his remarkable collection of students'
work, -Home-Made Poems, including the one-
liner written by one combative boy about his
nemesis: "If I were the world, I would shake
James off.

Lary Golsh showed'silye.r jewelry,and clay
pottery produced at 5t. John's Indian School on
the rGila Reservation in Laveen, Arizuna.

. ,
- Ja pianist Tee Carson of Er.-C. showed how he

'nvolves large groups of students by turning his
conference audience into a stmulated orchestra.

- Doreen' Nelson and Nancy een showed slides
1of their closely related but !independent work on

opposite coasts,- in which they engage children
in the imaginative re-designing of their urban
environnaent. -.

Dee Wtnterton and*.Connie\Jo Hepworth, dance
-movment spe "alists,.de onstrated their way
Of avyakening peo to*the \richness of experienc
their own bodies, through simple exercises and
experiments.

*Thotigfa-AIS is comparatively new in its concepts and activities, it has,
already:One.rated its lingo. Thus everybody at the conference

..understood instantly the special meanings of such terms as "component...

It refers to one of the divisions by-s.rt-forrn g-the total MS Program,
--,,

as, "the Dance -Component. "



Experiences

The experience of working in schools was explored with

d right_ty the participants, particularly the artists. "We feel that

we belong there, and we. are mou ished by the experience, one

dancer sai A sculptor told how' his " "non - academic "" students,

wh ni the school had considered resistant to anything 'cultural,
-

worked ten hours a day with him. There were poignant stories of

disailected studants whd were turned on, oppressed youngsters

who found expression for their justifiable rage. always slept`

into, dirty bed," was'the only_poem Written by one -boy, in South

Dakota. And a b

poetry

.

ri Wyoming. told a visiting writer:' "I like'to

hyOu-because you.let me use my wrong. cl."

Blit the artists also talked about meeting with failure and

disappointment, They spoke of encountering -unprepared and .

distracted-students of being exploited as ersatz substitut
8 .

teachers for "relief" of being rec ivedowith hbatility because

of a beard, a style of d I ;
essing a way of talking., One-artist

proposed tF heirire-i-possibl each school and artist should

review theii- situation a few months after the term stadr s,

order to c ify unsatisfactory conditions or

to shift an artist to a different. school.

1 4

extreme cases,



rtists complained of the rigors of ti.aveling, the low pay

and occasional slow pay,- lack of funds for materials, inequiti

between rates in the different components of the prograth,
- -difficulties in maintaining the momentum of their own work while

eeting the mushrooming demands, in many residencies, of

stu.dentsand,teachers. "Vie greatest danger to this whole program

one---arti t said "is that the rt agic will disappear as artists.- -,get

burned out by working so hard for so little money, Y.

Uniqueness

An emphasis on uniqueness and diversity ran hrough all the

discnssions. The most.comrr on reaction to any attempt at general-
.

ization or prescription was:= "it de ends" - on the

school the particular. community, the!--par ular---artist -the

particular- students:. "At this point we're just all very, very

differe sa-d Earnest Morgan voicing the pervasive sentiment.

The Al S state coordinators, for Ocan-iple, r ali, ing they

had much to talk about, organized seN-.. al special meetings. -But

they quickly discovered that the expel :nced.coordinator had little

to discuss, profitably with the new coordinator. Similarly the
._ ..artists discovered :great dissiMilarities in the conditions and

problems of theii'-work: /poets travel a lo filmmakers benefit



from the absence of vested interests (such as Engli,sh or art

teachers} in the school; dancers stand out, so to speak, because

they have organized themselves arid. effectively' shaped their

component to meet their needs. , Geographical and social- differences

also loomed large: the prolDlems and possibilities in, Utah or

Mississippi are strikingly different from those in Massachusetts or

California

.Finally, bUt'perhaps rnOst important, a Consensus seemed

to e erge:khat, since so

ituation particular classroom or school, general-

uch hinges on the individual artist and

principles are elusive. -"It's the opposite of going to McDonald's,

said SuSan lvieiselas, a filmmaker ks in Southern schools.

"Neither the school nor the artist really knows what any, given

experience will be like. So don't y too much about Predicting

what will happen. Concentrate on defirling what you both want to
A

laappen then let happen - what happens.'"

What W. 1:k Auden called "the lover's principle: one at a

dine ' se

most practitioners as a series of special situations rather than a

well- mapped terrain. Whether this makes it a prospector's

d the dominant-motif: The field presents itself to

dream or a minefield depends, one magines, oniwhich side of the



bed you get out"of each morning.

- The participants seemed to be saying. that the AIS ITrogra-__

-is in fact hundreds of quite. different local progr rns, and that in

many respects,'some of them basic, the differences are more it

II

tan than the similar ies.' Thus- progress is to be made, they

mplied, not by applying general principles to a._-g ven prograM, but-

by discerning and respo.ndiag to that program's unique problem,

At, the same

simila ies, analogues

or steal. And they had a healthy

e the participants had a sharp eye,for

co:- pa

hence, the proposalg for greater

Overall, the 'conference..

between.celebra

sons; ideas and practices to borrow

mpulse to find ore of these:

unication,

ed to show the field poised

uniqueness and'recognizing commonalities.

Artists, for example. while airow ing that each proje`ct should take

-S-hape ,around the individual artist, nonetheless wanted more

opportunity to see other artists at

Again, coordinators wanted autonomy in responding to the

ork and to disCuss techniqueS.

idiosyncratic needs of their state.-- But they also advocated regional

meetings, workshops, and a newsletter to develop collective

expe

It hardly needs. to be noted that -fhis tension. - be -een the

9 =



concrete and he 'general, the par tic ar instance and the abstract

principle, the existential reality and the theoretical 'idea -- is a

basic condition of,the work of art itself. So it,is little onder-

that this group of arts actvs -ts can live and work, sed there.

Priorities

One might think that the one thing everyone would- agree

'about was the basic priority of the AIS Program. But this was

not the case.

Two distinct viewpoints_ emerged orrried rnuCh of the

discussion: firSt that AIS should benthat trsts ..secor.C. that

AIS should benefit students in the schools, would be easy to

argue that both viewpoints are c nsisten th the official goAls

for the program, expressed as. those are in highly-gener11 terms:

"to provide a shared artistic experience.throiigh arlists, students

and teachers working. together. " Most participants probably

would agree that the two .goals can and should be _fused. But

fusing them is a process tstilllin an early and volatile state. The

tension should be an ultimately creative one, but it was a real

on at this conference, and should not be glossed over.

Leonard Randolph expres ed the first spoint of vie "As

MS grows larger a d-strong ",,be Warned, "let us remember

-I 10
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the reason'for. the program: the individual artist. When we began

the progra decade ago we weren't- thinking of AIS coordinators,

State education departments, and all that. And it is still true today

_hat the important thing is the effect of the program on individual.

artists. What's distinctive about AIS is what the artist uniquely has

to offer that no one else can-contribute -- ,something that can change

lives, change institutions, and the change in artists themselves

Artists frequently affirmed this central value that they bring

td the enterprise. They had much to say of indifference, hostility,

or determined opposition to the AIS Peogram ori,.the part of the arts

education es tablishment:

"The greatest problem facing the prog
nationwide, is presented by the art educato
organizations, such as the National Art
Education Association."

- "Our biggest challenge is to survive the
growing Ihieif which educational institutions
perceive us to be because of our success. "

- "Survival in the face ohgrowing envy.and
competition from_professional-'arts organize-

ts

tiods, state departments of eatication, and
other groups anxious to take control of funds,
Is our topmost prOblern."

Some took a pbsitive approach:

"- "The prizi ry problem is finding ways to
improve th negative response with which we



are greeted by arts educators who vie-W -us as
a threat."

"The challenge to us is, to establish and main-
tain relatioris of mutual respect with, the
profes-sional arts -educators. They are no the
enemy, unless the Endowment makes them so.
by its indifference..."

"The artist should wait and. watch,. work with the..
teachers, learn a little by observing, not just
stomp in and "do his art thing. The artist should
take time to feel his way into the situation. "

- "It is sential that we tie in w h other phases
of the ans- -education moirement; pushing
the concept of artists in residence, and
developing strategy and tactics in conjunction
with others that provide a broader sense of

.. direction and philospphy.

ists -point ci these .ndeds;

.- Better pay (fees for poets, for example,
set in1969 and havktiot been revised);

Mere r-ecognition (the visual artists asked, for
0. -regional and national shows of their work

Reward for outstanding servae (Na Public Service
Fellowship program was proposed to underwrite
a period of rust and. recuperation for artists who
have-served for several_years-in the program 'at.
great person4l.sacrifice);

=

- Reasonable fringe benefits par larly some
provision for medical. care.

While the artists at the conferehce were

--on their. o

us spe kink on

n behalf, other participants were stressing just as

-



strongly an aliernat ve priority. They argued that the bottom line

and the dominant value was the students. An eloquent expression

of this point of view came from Ervin Kimball, principal of the

Village School in Gorha_ Maine, -Which has two residencies (one

f- Movement specialists, one a dance compiny). "Remen ber

that the .progra.M is basically with and for children,' he said.

"When you g into a school as an artist, give it your best -and keep

in mind why you are there: to. beefit the children. It's essential
-

that ytiu communicate and cooperate with the; teachers, and the

administrato s, even 'if, it means-

of yotir goals as artis "

iporarily setting aside some

,And Pe.ter Ha'ratonik, national coordinator

Componnt remarked sharply that the young people who are,

'this view,: the raison d'etre of the p txere unrepresented

at the conference. "I'd like to see the NEA renained the National

Enctow errtfor Doing Good Things for Kids, 'r he sai

The need to clarify goals, at every level, was a recurring

theme. Participants expressed uncertainty about what the -

endo ent's goals were for the entire program, as well as for

the different components. Furthermore, it was,ar gued,_ many:

state arts agencies have no clear and cons tent aim for



program. And the emphasis fiifers from state to state, with some

states regarding AIS as essentially.a program for the schools and

others making it a virtual artists' employment service; Downlin

the schools, goals are also unclear and diverse-; teachers and!

artists often have quite different 'conceptions.of what they are/to do
1

tog e

Even the styles of communication of different participants

bespoke the contrast in valdes. Consider this pair °o images: Alan

ent's new Folk Arts Component,

unpacking his fiddle when it carne time to descr'he his program and

Jabbou sdirector of the Endow

ying: do_ anything to avoid talking." And,, on the ther hand,

;the educatbr who asked earnestly Wheth .Pthe- co ponen s are

'differentiated along lti - dimensions in terms of conce tualization,

pie entation, 'and evaluation

Looking towards, resolution, some ways` o alleviate or void
Ir

conflict between teachers and artists were summariz d by one

group of diversified ar as follows:

good rrretching by the coordinato

Z. Preparatory visits and workshops far the
teachers.

Good definition of-theroles of both teachers
and artists to clarify respective i1esponsibilit es.



Care not to apply purely pedagogical values
to the -artists' contribution

Coordinators

The role of the AIS state coordinator was a key issue at

the conference. The basic demands of the job are stagger-n-

Gi.gi Ledkovsky of-Maine put 15, 000 miles on tier car- the..fi

Judy Brockett of Missouri,

t year.

with no secretarial help whatever, does

her paper work each night. Others cited equally arduous schedules-.

Asked to identify the most-crucial problems facingthem one

representative group of coordinators- came _up `with a wide range.

assortment. Only one replied "None " -hiie mady just gasped out .

elaborations of. the succinct- "dollars; tier e energy" or the poignant

"TOO IVIUCH PAPERWORK. "

Ellen Lovell of Vermont, a former, coordinator, deJcribed
-

the -gosition as "arbitrating among irreconcilalle tensions that are

built into the program through the different expectations of the

.art .aehools, parents State arts agencies, and the Endowment.

The job, " she continued, "includes-talking with school ad _inistra-

tor o find receptive sohools, looking at studio space, sensing 'the

social dynamics of that Space, meeting with artists, arranging

panels to meet with a-fti A d evaluate their work, selecting the
14:
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ar s and the schools, _eeting w=ith the artist, school and

-n unity people to negotiate the specific program. "

Once the program gets der Way the doordinator then

gets

ng the contract, making sure the artist gets paid

aught up in such intricacies as "released time, credit,

and that

the students have materials to work with, doing all the paperwork

Of requisitioning, disbursing, evaluating. " prqce
.repeated More than thirty times in 1974-75 in -the Small- state of

Vermont, Ms. Lovell 'noted. In addition, .she had-the task of...

mainta

par tment

work the

... ..-

--g liaison with the Legislature, the State.._Educatio

and the endowment. And to make the whole .process

oordinator must find the money, which in poor states

in '$Z5 and $50 donation's. Where the NEA forms say.

dinator is 'Often"Sources of Matching Funds". 116=Vermont coo

tempted to e ' "Bake Sales.

Furtherore, experienced coordinators sense that they_

may become the scapegoats for other

program.

tor.

"I

frustrations with the

have a real sense of paranoia, said one coordina-

"The stat bears the burden for funding our positions,

o federal support for it And the pressure on usince there

builds up: _ get blamed for concentraang on a few



schools, or of not focusing our progra ms enough, Everyone leans

on us to solve .their problems. Sometimes I feel that the blocks

keep stacking up andrthey e all going, to come down on my head one

day soon:"

In response to these conditions, the coordinators made

several important points. Some said in effect: "Maybe we're

assuming too readily that if we don't do all- these things, hell wil
1/4-2

break loose. Could we\lean more. on local resources and people?"

One possible odel is offered by New York, where Poets
e.,

in' he Schools is a separate operation. It was suggested that other

-right develop similar local non- profit cooperatives through

which the-ar is s themselves could carry much of the weight of their

particular programs, One such effort is being made through the

Association of Independent Video and Filmmakers out of the Center

for Understanding Media in New York City.

cases where the demands of administration became intoler-

able, wa suggested that coordinators may need to limit themselves
=

to the number of prOjectsthey.know they can handle.

There are, the cOnference made clear, Many opportunitie's

for coordinators to work with and through sympathetic. organizations,

.
Among those mentioned we're education departments of collZges and

- 17
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es., P-BAs, su .h arts institutions as-orelestras and

museums state arts associations and teachers unions' (-- id;

could, for instance, include an-4AIS session at their annual don-
e

rence).-

The coordinators conv4kned 'several "rump" sessions

during the conference to discuss their concerns, .anxieties,. and

needs. Much of their deliberations were devoted to establishing

their own information exchange in the-form of a newsletter, t

enable them to stay in coin unication and to provide ati-outl'et fob

their distinctive professional needs tither than, this, their

sessions did not produce any collective statement, man

solutions. Moreover their gatherings wre.understa.ndably

limited to coordinators.

So it is not possible to report here Anything, more than the

concerns which brought the coordinators togethgr,., as expressed

by one of therm who was central in convening the meetings. Those,

concerns* were:
F

Need for up-to-date information about new
directions in arts-in-education funding.

*This is an Omnibus inventory of doncerns expressed, not in any sense
a donsensus. Some. coordinators were not at all concerned about some
of these items, for, example.

-



Concern that with increased hostility of
other organizations to-AIS programs, a
major. set-back could occur if one state
drops the program and becomes a widely-
published negative example.

Need for help at tr.:e top levels of MS in
establishing affinity with leaders in other
sectors of education.

- Need for exchange of information and
attitudes, in AIS, top to bottom and bottom
to top.

La for flexibility budgets arid design c
programs.

- Need for either ( ) block grants, (2) greater
pro7rarn flexibility, or (3) discretionary
grant funds for composite programs or,
programs in new art areas.

Need for revision gf priorities within the
Endowment, to assure continued increases
in 'funding for MS.

- Need Iv development of evaluation techniques
and models.

- Increased philosophic clarity at the top.

Need for greaer objectivity in the -award of
grants, to assure that the process is non-
political.

- Need for artists, to take more responsibi lity
for building programs,

In addition to this catalog of concerns which motivated their

meetings, the following highly personal n_erpretation of the

2?



-" discuss

SEDs

as also provided:

"We had all said in One way or another a number
Of times what never surfaced as a unified state-
ment: If the program is a real priority within
the Endowment, is a means of legislative support
for the arts, is an egalitarian as well as an
artistic miracle,. is a factor in community unity
arnd educational progress, and if the artists are
to continue to find intelligent assistance and
economic support in 1S.-ege numbers, then someone
must pay attention those most responsible for
the mechanism that makes it all happen, Someone
must want to know our needs and must trust our
abilities to uniers and political and economic
realities and our willingness to cdoper.--tively
assist in moving the real obstacles to continue
g-owth and success -- some or these-within the
Endowment. We are smart and resourceful and

et generally very committed tb the miracle we have
helped to establish.

The ways that the AIS program and its coordinators relate,

or should relate, state departments of education were uch

debated. The situatjons vary widely from one state to the next.

Harold Negley, Indiana State Super --ent of Education, told the

conferees: You bring the know-how and I assure you we'll bring

o d will, " In Pennsylvania, a nice divi- 'on of labor has been

wotRed out between the Council on he Arts and the State Depart-\
merit of Education, in which the council picks the artists and the

schools and the-department ad nis

28
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In oth- er states, ho4 e,er, there is no relation - good or bad,

ucation deo- has no arts officer, Ins the stat

most-cases cooperation is slight; the

noted by

for itr pro ve me t-Was__

any discussion groups, "Often the question is whether

or not we work for the s governmen " said Diane Suda sharply,
;

referring to situations where the ate education department reports

to the Legislature and he arts, council is

S*tie sample views:

of the executive branch.

"My state's fine -arts specialist hates us,

- "We have no cooperation in finding schools,
advertising and selling the program from the
state de artment of education,"

- Our biggest problem is developing liaison
with educators in the state, but keeping the
program in arts council handsCeven if it
means slowing, groWth and expansion. It must

Nnot be curricularized to death in order to
preserve continuity or expand.-"

"Talk of merginglwith the state board of
education leading to the possibility of such a
merger is troubling me, Artists will e-en-
Wally be unable to be-aCtive in the best sense
of the-program if such a merger comes about.,
Certification and other controls will become
the "

'The advantages of good cooperation "even if it means

taking the superintendent out to lunch, as one participant put

are obvious. They,include the develop ent of funding po9ibi ies,

- 21
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help in planning and administration- and readikr acceptance any the

schools, A tremendous advantage can be to gear the AI S message

into the well-oiled public information machinery that the State

education depa s maintain with the s-chools.

But dangers were noted, too. With fun-ding corhe, inevitably,

baring of control, and often, also, the danger that the state

department, having made a token investment in the arts, thereby

consider itself absolved from further mitment.

On the whole, however, the conferees ade clear that they

were seeking to strengthen -heir programs through such rela onsh ps.

An' outburst of pplause greeted the statement of Raymond Peterson,

assistant commissioner of education from Minnesota, when he said

that he deeply reg d that More of his cowl_ par rom other

states were not presn "I have the power to make the changes in

my de?a -ient Which can help move this kind of work forward. But

I needed to learn about he said.

Evaluation

The issue of evalu tion, on which Professor Elliott. Eisner

of Stanford University, an influential arts educator, recently

attacked the AI S movement, was addressed by:Joseph Wheeler.

2



He is project director of the first rge scale study of ALS programs.

contracted to the Western States Arts Foundation by the Endciwrne

The study will be carried out over the coming year in the Founda

ten -state region. of Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New

Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington and Wyoming. it will confine

it o studying poetry and visual arts rojects.

"Our study is designed to simply des cribe the iIS program

rriC) e prer 1 AF
$ tividly and usefully said Wh "Tt will do

this by collecting reactions and observations from students, poets,

artists, teachers, 'administrators and, to the'exte t possible, the

community at e."

School districts participating in the study will represent a

cross section of AIS projects, selected for characteristics such.as

size, length of resideney, and previous experience' with .IS projec

Results of the study wili be published in late 1976,

"The results will document and describe. rather than make

recommendations or pass judgements, Wheeler noted. "Our

study is descriptive rather than pre-seripave.

So far researchers have reviewed a list of o_- e 50 observed-

outcomes of poets' and artists' visits to classrooms, found con-

siderable consistency among them, and refilled them down to five or six.



Starting fall these consolidated effects will be studied in a

purely descriptive - through a, hundred ,tworhour interviews-
.

with students, teachers, artists, ,and others involved in projects.

All of our results will have to be taken with a pound of

salt, says study coordinator Morgan Johnson, echoing conference

leitmotif, "because I uations are so different and we can't isolate

the variables that enter into this particular part of the school program

or the partftip nts' lives. But the largeness of our sample and the

diversity of our methodology should enable us to compile such a

massive list of coincidences that it should suggest possible causal

relationships -- even though we can't prove them statistically."

Despite the commendable modesty of these researchers, a

number of artists-expressed familia reservations about the in-

compatability of research and the "There's always a child

at the. periphery o'f the group, keeping out of the spotlight, saying

nothing or very little, "declared John Donahue, artistic director

of the famed Children's Theatre in Minneapolis. "Yet the effects

on that child, I've learned, may be as profound as on those who

are on stage. And Gigi Ledkovsky added, "Some results of our

work are always, and will always.remain, secret. Never write

an objective, that says we 'want to know that secret."



The conferees were asked to voice their concerns a

AIS and its public relations. In response, many called foi
-

one described as "ireater clout from the national level,

meaning greater efforts by the Endowment in providing materials

such as the slide show previewed at the conference -- that could

reduce the,AIS concent.to new groups. Participants also sug-

eel production of TV spot announce Tents and placem t of

articles in general gazines like Good Housekeeping.

Another effort urged on the Endowment was to exert

influence on national education and ar ganizations, perhaps by

sending speakers to their conferences, or by luring them to

regional conferences,. of by offering articles heir journals.

Art eduCaprs in particular need to be reached through such

national efforts, many peOple felt.

Just as strong as this call for greater national effort was

the conviction that a massive jo6 is needed in the states and

-

communities, Many conferees repotted very uneven.awareness

of the program in their states ith vast stretches uninformed,

Media coverage, traveling, working through P-TAs, and exhibits

were remedies suggested.
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Typical comments reflecting the frustrations of getting the

word out were: Most people don't even know we exist. " Info ma-

tion never gets down to the individual classroom achers, " I4e1P

is clearly needed:- a number of coordinators suggested that the

whole PR problem be addressed regionally through hove -to workshops

and communication of successfu

Continuity and Funding

The problem

ategies and materials.

of building continuity and permanence into AIS

projects natural7y came in for d o r a ti "How can we make

certain that when we leave the dance goes on?" as one daficer put

Several methods were suggested.

Empowering teachers to carry on the program was one, of

the first importance. "When we started, we focused just on reading
=

the kids-, says-designer Doreen Nelson of Saugus, Califo nia.

"But now we've realized that training teachers is wher=e it's at,

because after we leave, the teacher stays.'" Nan Creeti; who

works in New York's South Bronx, agreed: "If we don't enable the

teacher to take up the work, the program leaves with us "

Interestingly, in Ms. Nelson's project funds were cut, and the

school teachers say they'll go ahead without arf artist-i esidence',.

"Whether or not _hey do that will be the acid test of

- 26 -
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Other suggested paths to continuit eluded making the

project highly visible in school and community, and working over a

longer period in the school in order o create a firmer base. It

s al ct,suggested that to be eligible for the program some schools

should be required o r lake a fir nt over the lon-g haul.

Some artists exprsed a quite different (and to some rather

ticking) view on continuity: alarm at the prospect of doing them-

selves out of a job. "A s are hungry, " said one who spoke for

many. "And there are not many places in our society where they

are respected. If continuity means continuance without the presence

of the artist, becomes the self-destruction of an important

opportunity for employment. " (Indeed, Thomas Bergin had pointed

out that "the largest audience for the arts in America today is

children.") Jane Reiner df the JDR 3rd-Fund, however, pointed out

more or less reassuringly that such "self - destruction" is delusory:

if the arts continue to advance in their value'. to the school,' she

argued therethere will never be enough artists ito go around and no

Lion Of opportunities in the. long run, :(Some artists recalled

the old adage, about "the long run. ")

Most participants, however, hoped for continuity. And since

Endowment funding"will_not increase, money will have to be found



elsewhere if projects` and programs are to achieve permanence, let

alone_ expand. e must lopk to the communities for additional and

continuing support of their local programs, ' Tom Bergin s-'

In general this looks to be an elusive goal. As many

participants nOte4, school districts seem unwilling to build AIS into

their regular budgets, especially in the-se -days of belt-tightening.

One artist put the problem thus:

"just how does .e -involved in
the arts build the understanding, faith, and
rapport in the school administrators and
teacher's, to the point where they believe the
arts are an integral part of.the learning exper-
ience and believe this so strongly that sufficient
funds are always available?"

One schoolprincipal said flatly that "the arts will not stand on their

= own in moSt,,school budgets -- they are not considered an educational

necessity by many citizens across,the country.'' Others disagreed,

insisting that there must be pockets of waste in multi- million dollar

school budgets and that finding -support for AIS programs is'tenerely"

a matter of- shifting priorities. Probabry both positions are true as

they reflect different circumstances.: the principal, for instance,

came from a Small community which rieasures its' expenditu es in

thousands rather than million-s of dollars. But the over-all impression

one gets is that winning local support mill be a struggle.
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to the Endowment's own funding policies, participants

advocated tw n1ajo changes. One was to move towards block

funding, so that the states would have more flexibility in allocating

funds among the components. The other he provision of modest
.

funds for the administration of program.

Looking to the future, the participants tended to see prc

and fulfillment for the AIS Program "if". The it's varied

provocatively, and ometimes contradicted each other

If astrong-,- national effort is mounted to
establish the arts as an essential, valid area
f learning._ .

"If financial supper available.. "

laintined."If damned (sic) integrity

"If- the
priority. .

"If the public is kept satisfied about the
program's worth...

the art remains the fir-st

T I

Ife avoid tying up with boards of education... "

"If we are effectively organized on all levels
and conscious of our direction..

"If artists are enabled to remain artists, a.nd
paid :yell enough-... "

"If the pro ram'keeps its goals clear,

se



If it contin es in the present direction, keeping
the focus not Just on artists. but on the arts
which belong to all the people. "

A New Phase?

In the act of learniria or of creation, as head so

luminously pointed out, people tend to move from the stage of

Romance to that of Precision. In the stage of Romance, a new

possibility presents itself, a new horizon suddenly swims into view,

there is a new dream. Artist-in-Schools was such a possibility in

education, such a beckoning horizon, such dream of a few pioneers,

only ten years _ .go.

Now, with a. million students and teachers and upwards of

2,000 artists involved, AI may be entering the period of Precision,

in which inchoate visions and ventures based on healthy impulses and

young energy must be discipliaed and more carefully articulated.

The process need not destroy nor distort the original impulse

though of course i may as it often does. But the task demands

doing: as Yeats ote, dreafris begins responsibility."

Thomas Bergin struck this note forcefully: "While moving in

on and accepting these opportunities, carefully assess what

happens to the students as they move with the arts. We must discern

what is good, cliktect what is bad, a.nd change our strategies in the

4fit
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the s fin-a_

The conviction seemed to take shape in the c se of the

conference that AIS should be de ng the kind of structure implied

by Whitehead's metaphor. "it needs tightening p said John Culkin,

a member of the National Panel. urs is the.hard work of refining

the dream and sharing it with others, as the greatest artists do

through their dilcipline," said another member, Ellen Lovell of

V e rmI7ont. The Wes project, the preoccupation

with building continuity into projects, the aspiration towards longer

residencies that can have a deeper effect on youngsters, teachers,

and schools - suggested this trend.
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Summary of Findin

of Several Work Grou

The major attempt to cons

on major

e the conlerence's findings

sues was a combined report of eight --or' ing groups,.tha-

met for two sessions during the conference; each group consisted

of participants who came from six or eight states in the same region

or who shared the same general problems. Dee --Ar on's report

of these groups conclusions made the following_points;

Regarding continuation of the programs:

- A 3 - 5 year plan for follow' up, with some
commitment for building th program into
the regular school program after thatperidd,
should be a pre-condition of some site
selections.

- State arts agencies must work more closely
with state education departments and boards
of education to ensure funding..on a continuing
basis.

- Greater involvement of local artists, and other
local people, particularly parents, is also
essential to build a base of long-term support,

- Public Relations must be improved at every
level -- national, state, and local,

R a din
and school-

ion of e a tis and e aration of a

- More widespread involverrtent of different people



in..theprocess of selection and planning is
essential, Included should be school'
administrators, school coordinators; etc,

Clearer understanding -should be developed
about whit,each artist's role is in the school,

- There should be a coordinator at each site,
\responsible to'the AIS_coordinator and to the
artist

cfiool personnel should be prepared before
the artist arrives, with workshops and planning
sessions. The artist might come early to learn
about the school and/or work with the faculty,

Regarding evaluation;

-'Evaluation is and should-be happening naturally,
in the form of the articulation and sharing of
experiences.

- Are evaluations sent to NEA of use?. Wlio reads
them? Are they available? The coordinators
felt they got little feedback.

- Portfolios of materials should be maintained at
the state level to be passed from state to state
to share information.

arding interc:
- You cannot force artists to work together,.

- More _fjex-ibili ty in the NEA..guidelines and/or
grants could allow for dual residencies

by artists who did want to collaborate,

- Federal funding must continue as a stimulus

3 3 -
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.to Weal fundings withdrawal of federal
funds is interpreted as retreat, and will
cause states to-pull out.

- Many creative coordinators are finding funds
in ingenious ways that could help, others if
snared. Some type of medium for, sharing
ideas should be piovi ed.
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PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OF 1:HE 93-d CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION

The Artists-in-, chools Program
REMARKS

or

HON. JOHN BRADEMAS
OP rtrourr.

-IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTAITY
Tuesday, November 19, 1974

Mr. BRAD AS. Mr. Speaker, on Sep-
tember 23 I had the privilege of present-
ing an address to a 3-day ineetthg. of the
National Advisory-Panel on the Natior61
Endowment for the Arts' artists -in-
schools Fromm,

should point out Mr. Speaker, that
the Panel 'was, recently forneI to help
snide the irovrth. of what Is-widely re-
garcHeclras one of the Endowmenti most
successfill Programs, artbts-in-schools.

Inaugurated in 1969. Mr. Speaker, the
artiste-WSchoob program has this year

laced 1,759 artists In over 5.000 schools.
Mr. Speaker, one of my distinglilshed

constituents who serves as Chairman
of the National Panel'also addressed the
meeting.

I refer to Dr. Thomas P. Bergin. clean
of Notre Dame University's Center for
Continuing- Education, who nisei serves
e c man of the Indiana Arts Corn-

- MiletiOn,
Because I am sore that my, cOleagues

will be interested in Torn Bergin's per-
ceptive comments on the role of the arts
in improving the cultural literacy of our

;yawn citizens, I include a copy of his
remarkit at this_ point in the Rzcoso.

ARTISTS- HI-SCHOOLS PROGRAM

DistLorlished 'curate', fellow panel mem-
bers, and representatives of the National En-
dowment. It la a warm and cordial greeting
Which I extend, to each of yon this evening.

We are' delighted to hay!. you here
Father Heaburgh seised especially that I ex-
tend his best wishes and say you are indeed
welcome to Notre Dame.

His new Presidential assignment on the
testy Commission may jeopardize his be-

ble 1.0 be with us briefly tomorrow. He
he present time returning from Lon-

sec-o62-38810

don. and appar thep would like to set Requests such as these arrived even though
up a Comunlasion meeting sometime Tuesday. states were advised in the guidelines to re-

In ligl\t 6f the somewhat monumental Mak queAt only modest: increases from the 1974-75
We have before us in reviewing the various OP.h6o1 year proimam. The total request for
proposals from all the States. I "decided the 1975778 school year program Is already
earlier that this evening should be an-in. approximately one million dollars o'er the
fornral, unstructured, friendly gathering .. ;7 amount budgeted for artists -in- schools.
One which would provide us en opportunity Tremendous pressure is on the endowment
to get to know one another better and this and Indeed upon this panel to secimei the
indeed Is what we want to do. - additional Money to fund these programs

arcisertow roesAarrara-nI -sokieots rawer. and meet the individual needs of the States.

The more I thought of what might tie the LoCAL eureOet
cot productive use of our time and le td The money needed Is net In the endowment

to greater exchange of ideas, I decided per- -and so we must look elaeWhert.
hips it would be helpful to present a very Obrionely one-place we must look is to the
quick overview of where we are and hope- commu=nities for SrUppOrt.' One of the Most
fully where we are going. vital and successful programs operating al-

vrrw most entirely on community funding Issa an
The artiste-in-schools program began in artists -M-schools project in the visual arts

and crafts in San Francisco,' initiated -and1969 and since its inception, the program developed by one of our art n-ishas been enthusiastically greeted by chla- panelists, sculptor, Ruth A saws eldiem a:artistry, schopls teachers, parents and 's

Co mmunities. This project, the Alvarado! rhool Arte
Workshop bile reeeired signin net fundingring the 1973-74 school year, the artiste-
from several community foun ations M-in-schools program was operating in- -5,000

schools in all 50 'States and the 5 epeeist eluding the San Francisco Fouikehalon
Reaeuberg FoUndation. the Zellerbacb Urn-jurisdictions. There, were approximately
Sy foundation and others from 1969-7J. The1,750 art tirsnnvolved: dancers. musicians
program., has also received. school districtpoets, painters, sculptors, graphic ertte.
funding and funding from the Californiaphotographers, designers, craftsmen. actors.

filmmakers, architects/environmental artists. Ante C°43113:4541cm' This' inglicates'; a high
degree ocommunity and state investmentand this leis we are to add folk rusts of community

we can find the money. In the program, resulting In. an exemplary
model for visual artists and craftsmen.As the needs of the artiste-In-schools pro-

to this year, long after thrs,proleet'egram continuo grow. the question of ralp °1113' -.

port becomes increasingly crucial proven success, has the andOwment had
fund=s assist this project.

We understand through Ray Okirnetn. a.IL?. the State of Indiana, for example. the member of our arturte-M-schools panel. thatrequest for 451.700 for wheel year 1975-76 the department of education of the state_represents a 113% increase Over this year's of Hawaii is drawing up plans to oak elatefunding and the impressive thing Ls that this legislators for several million dollars to sup-increaee Is backed up with 4100.600 In match-
jog dollars, for a proposed total program (if port strusts-in-schools activities,

leuroS

our budget only permitted) of e152,000 to
place craftamen, visual artists, poets, film-
makers. and dancers In Indiani schools.

Lest one feel Indiana was immodest in its
request, one should note that other States
reel:landed in the Arne way:-New Hampshire
requested a 347% increase. Pennsylvania a
303% increase, and Florida s. 258% increase
over last years

At a time_ when the _d States Office
of Education has dish dad Its arta and
--"umatiltles program, when the National Inc.
etituto of Education's attention seems else-
where. and when many schools are dropping
art and music teachers from their staffs as
they sleet' their budgets; the artists-In-
schools program takes on en even greater
significance_



..s
ur schools, this pr am at II ii open-

ing avenues of percept and aw renes4 for
our 'children and demonstrating to educa-
tion systems and to the public the -great
value and necessity of ineorporaking (not
excluding) the arts into sclacol clrricute.

erieroav or TIM PI0O141.1
t'The artiste-in-schools prefers= is an out-
growth of the endowment's earlier poets in

e:ealls -program .= now an integral part of
artista-In-schoiAs. Historically, a Lists -In-
schools has been a joint program ith the
United States Office of Educati n. The

-Baited States Office of Education ggested
the endowment join' it in erpan ing the
program to, first the visual artS, nd then
to all the arts, and provided trans r funds
to the endowment for expansion o artists-
in- schools in the 1969-70 and 1970- I echool
years. These first pnot projects accomplished
with the United Ftate; Office of Education
banger money initiated the initial arts
component its six' states. (Incidefitally, we
currently have requests from 50! states for
the 1975-76 visual arts and creftezdomponent
totaling II1-429,163a far cri, jr,Ons the $100,-
000 In 1969.) /

Both these pilot prograrrb. in poetry and in
visual L.rd, were so auceeeeftd that in the
school year 1970771, 31 'Letts participated in
programs involving sesual arts. theatre.

the ear the film and eralatd
dance, poetry, and igia residencies. During
he 1971-12 school
tecture/envhonmental ute,Usinponents were
added and by the 1979-73 6chool year, sal 50
States and the Kee juiteldictiona were 'oper-
attng one or more artists-in-schools corn-
ponente . ' s'

OFFIa OF pOCATION 10y5-___
Traditionally, the United Stess Office of

Education transfer fo-rmula,to the endow-
ment has been the most successful funding
avenue. Under this formula. planning at all
levels has been joint betwom the United
States Office of Education and tate endow-
ment. The formula has been an efficient ad-
ministrative method for, avoiding time raga,
confusion on Matching and guidelines, and
dupliation of 'stag work-load and man-
power.

Somehow this highly successful formula
bae.fallen awry. as haaarts programming at
the United States Cffice of Education. Faced
with the realities of bureaucracy, money for
artists -In-schools. when identified oy the
United States-Office of Education has come
from areas where arts arc not funded for, aed
in, themselves but rather to assist to ac-
eomplisla other goals.

6643-1362-38810

CONGRESSIONAL .RECORD
For example-gin the:1972-73 school year

the United States Office of Education pre-
vided approximately one minion dollars from
title L11- of the Eiemeritary and Secondary
Education Actcommissioner's discretionary
funds for support of some highly successful/
artists -in- schools activities. : /

In the 1973-74 school_ year, the United
States Office of Education had to draw/from
funds appropriated under theeManpoWer De-
velopment and Trnipin,V_ct tee ode a series
of grants for trainiiieerprogradm nd tech-
nice!, assistance edr airtists (pee , dancers,
nimmaliers). These fan-de were/utilized pri-t 7
manly for workshops -and se tiara, and ac-
lcornplbhed the goals of th act by training
young artiste for new i of empiclyment
in our schools. Yet, title HI funds,
when the funds war
United State, Office
the ensuing yea
program and Iii

Although
coxed any direct support, from the United
States Office' of Education for the c=4,ilat,
school yeei artists-in-schools program nor
for the &fining 1975-76 school year, we must
be hopefhl that this may, change. Particu-
larly /as the total requests for the 1975-76

`year' program are approximately one million
Kellam over the amount budgeted for pinata-

/schooh.
/ There are signs to indicaas that the United

States Office of Education and the National
..Institute of Education still have some in-
terest_in furthering the development of the
arts In education. Yet, the problem that
exists SWIM to be a lack -of priority for the
arts in their Federal legislation which has
given rise to doubts concerning congressional
intent. This 'seems particularly true in re-
gent to the 'United States Office of Educa-
tion. What is needed is a clear statement of
congressional intent, one which would dem-
onstrate how the Congress feels and how
their constituents feel.

_ot available from tha.,
ducation budget in
rain was felt in the

-in-schniaLe_nea not re-

HY-NN=Y C)211711 -AND MITS 1:DOCATION

Me the area au important part of
le.naing process ob.every perun?

Grass roots responee would seem to may
yes. Congress -has art aside funds for the
Kennedy Center's Alliance for Arts Educa-
tion (FL 93-369, section 409).

"The Commissioner shall, clua-Mg the pe-
led beginning after June 30, 1974 and end -

ing on June 30, 19711 , through arrangements
=de with the F. Kennedy Center for
the Performing km, carry out a .program

ref grants and contract.% to encourage end
assist State and local educational agenda,
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to establish and conduct programs in which
the irttrare an integral part of elementary
and secondary school programs. Nat less than
6750,000Ishall be available fgr the purpose of
this section during any fiscal year during the
period for which provision is made 'In the
precedqlg sentence ?'

It would be a major step forward if this
legislat!on could be amended to provide au-
thori ion for shared funding of joint pro, '

grams with the arts endowment, such as
arilets-in-seirools, and for general eupport
of theilarts and the humanities Ineducation,
including workshops and seminars for ar-

s. iteachere, administrators, and scholars.
o ciseNog Tux race Or YZIOCATION

Pilot projects have proven the arts tai
chara e the face of education and present an ,
cacti ng new way of learning. The response
of our States indicate that_our schools and
State arts agencies working together feel that
the jartists-in7schools program has a great
potential for contributing to this valuable _

chatige, ancrfor helping America reassess its
,ole towards the arta, so that they may th-
die become as integral part of everyerus*a
life/inci this country.

tit just makes sense, is tee know ourselves,
the aria =Ike\ our lives more plossaritbut-

the ech oola, think how ;pleasant the
ools are when) set exists Inside as-arelLa

seems to me tla brief and obviously
eeping analysis of the iartista-in4chools

p _gram demonstrates rather cieitty the
which lies ahead of us as members of this
' nel. \

is difficult to exaggerate tin:fig-11_ thrust
program can have . . the bn4iaa op-

1portunity it represents . and sibyl all,
bat it might yet become. "1

il,I know I speak on your behalf when'T say
e intend to work at it. .

We believe this program provides a whole _

new dimension for the arta. ....
jiA whole new communication eys m or
etwork, one which enables us to reach out

to all our young people across the Nation ...
And at the same tithe sensitizes teachers to

great raw-side which the arts gr=g to
heir teaching and the whole educational
ndeaver.
On many different occasions and in many
erent ways. John Kennedy used to say ...

"We must begin with our young if we
;rely want to bring about lasting change ...
whether it is in greater appreciation of the
arts ... greater human dignity, better citi7
accusing, or whatever, our young can change
he world." ,
Surely, artists-in-schools is on that track.

.1. 111 icte tin


